HIGH-CONTENT CYTOMETRY
95-plex Deep Phenotyping Assay
Versatile multiparameter single-cell analysis platform enabling the discovery
and ultra-deep phenotyping of unknown cellular subpopulations

cell analysis has become increasingly important in
S ingle
basic and translational research. Over the past decade,
most biological studies were conducted on cell populations
that may be morphologically and genetically identical, but
were actually heterogeneous, made up of individual cells with
unique protein biomarker signatures.
Single cell analysis enables the study of cell-to-cell variations
within a cell population. However, the current flow cytometry
protocols are limited to 16-20 protein biomarkers, and the
preparation of a high-plex panel is time-consuming. In this
brochure, we present an overview of the validation data
obtained for Chipcytometry, a groundbreaking and highly
versatile imaging cytometry platform enabling several new
applications [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]:
- easy and fast setup of panels containing
90+ biomarkers for ultra-deep phenotyping
- sample storage during at least 24 months
- sample reanalysis for new biomarkers
- international research collaborations on rare diseases
as the samples can be collected at the clinical site and
analyzed later elsewhere.
NEXT GENERATION CYTOMETRY
Chipcytometry surpasses the already excellent quantitative
phenotyping analysis of flow cytometry, and combines this
asset with the unparalleled depth of information gained by
microscopy, while preserving the integrity of surface and
intracellular markers. Furthermore, Chipcytometry allows the
samples to be stored and reanalyzed later, as new biomarkers
suddenly become of interest during a study. The sample-toresult workflow is based on sequential cycles of staining,
imaging and photobleaching, thus allowing intracellular and
surface markers to be assayed on the same cells (Fig. 1).
Finally, the server converts the raw images into conventional
cytometry datasets (e.g. FCS format).
With conventional flow cytometry, the process of sample
retrieval/preparation is directly connected to sample analysis.
Depending on biomarker stability, the time window between
sample preparation and analysis is only 30 minutes to 5 days.

Furthermore, the samples are lost during flow cytometric
analysis, and a newly found population cannot be reanalyzed
for additional markers using the same samples.

Figure 1: Imaging-based Chipcytometry uses rapid stainingimaging-photobleaching cycles for sequential multiplexing.

Chipcytometry stores the samples on activated silica surfaces
within a microfluidic chips. Once a sample is loaded, the cells
are fixed with a fixing buffer, and full biomarker integrity is
preserved during at least 24 months. Signal intensities are very
consistent over time (not shown) and there is no detectable
shift in cytome composition (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Validation of cytome stability over 24 months.
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Samples are typically stored at 4°C. Over a time window of 24
months, the same samples can be reanalyzed with additional
biomarkers at least 10 times (not shown), similar to clinical
samples being analyzed by immunoassays or RT-PCR. Thus,
Chipcytometry unlocks the potential of international and even
intercontinental collaborations (e.g. studies on rare diseases
with only few patient samples per year) because samples can
be collected at the clinical site and analyzed in a central
laboratory.
95-PLEX BIOMARKER ANALYSIS
Chipcytometry generates multiparameter cytometric analyses
even with very low cell numbers. Furthermore, it allows the
reanalysis of newly discovered biomarkers on samples that
have already been analyzed and characterized. Accordingly,
Chipcytometry has become an extremely powerful tool for
biomarker discovery and in-depth characterization, as well as
biomarker validation and patient stratification. Currently, the
human immune-phenotyping panel contains 95 markers (Table
1) and the mouse panel is built upon 39 biomarkers (data not
shown).
Table 1: 95-plex immune cell phenotyping panel

Chipcytometry is a very versatile tool validated for a broad
range of applications including biomarker discovery, ultradeep phenotyping of cell subsets or circulating tumor cells,
live cell measurements (e.g. Ca2+ signaling), as well as studies
on cell-cell interactions (e.g. immune synapses), receptor
occupancy or internalization, and the mechanism of drug
action.

INSTRUMENT & CONSUMABLES
Zellkraftwerk offers three types of chips to accommodate
various sample types: cell suspensions, solid specimens, and
rare cells. The cell suspension chips typically stores 250,000

cells, whereas the chip for rare cells typically stores 1,000,000
cells. Again, biomarker stability was validated for 24 months
according to industry guidelines [8,9,10,11,12]. Sample
analysis is performed by a fully automated Chipcytometry
instrument (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: CYTOBOT: Automated Chipcytometry instrument
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